
Dieof theDead
The Ofrenda Variant

This expansion is a variant for Die of the Dead. It began as a solo mode for the 
game, but expanded into a variant for up to 5 players. This variant changes the 
feel of the game considerably, turning it into a puzzle game with aspects of push 
your luck. The game uses almost all of the components of Die of the Dead, but in 

new ways, along with new player boards.

It’s the Day of the Dead, and players are trying to assemble the best ofrenda (altar) to 
welcome back their relaves to the land of the living. Fetch candles, marigolds, bread and 

incense, as the player with the best display will be declared the winner!

Objective

5 Ofrenda boards

4 new token boards

1 ‘Round Starter’ marker

Contents

In addition to these new components, 
players will need the dice, caskets, steps, 
preparation boards and city of the dead 
board from the base game. The original 
token and casket boards aren’t used.



Setup (2-5 players)
1   Place the marigold steps at one end of the table with the steps 
facing the players.
2   In front of the steps place the 4 caskets in a horizontal line. The 
lids of the caskets are taller than the bases, and have the skulls 
printed on them– don’t place them upside down!
3   In front of each casket place the token boards, the order 
doesn’t maer. Place the tokens on their boards.
4 4   Place the City of the Dead board within reach of all players.
5   Each player takes an ofrenda board, player board and all the 
corresponding dice of that colour.
6   Three of each players’ dice are Power Dice: dice with skulls in 
place of the ‘3’ and  ‘4’. Place these Power Dice on the City of the 
Dead board.
7  7    The other twelve dice should be placed next to the player 
board. This is each players’ supply.
8  Each player places one die from their supply next to the steps 
with the ‘1’ side at the top.
99  If playing with fewer than 5 players, the remaining power dice 
are also placed on the City of the Dead board. The remaining 
normal dice are divided equally between the players, with any 
remainders being removed from the game. These dice are added 
to each players’ supply.
    Players simultaneously place one dice from their supply in 
each of the caskets. In a game with fewer than 5 players each 
player can choose which colour to add to each casket.
  Each player rolls two dice, the player who rolls the highest total 
is the start player and takes the ‘Round Starter’ marker and takes 
the first turn.
   
Please see Please see fig 1 on the opposite page for an example of a game 
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fig 1- game setup for 4 players
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Ofrenda Board
An ofrenda is an altar in the home for offerings to be placed on during the celebraon of 
Dia de Muertos. In the Ofrenda Variant for Die of the Dead players are collecng 
offerings for their ofrenda: bread, incense, marigolds and candles. The dice will 
represent different items depending upon their placement on the ofrenda.

EEach item has 4 spaces in their secon on the ofrenda board. Two of these spaces are 
just for that item, and two of them are shared with another item. When dice are placed 
on the ofrenda (see ‘How to Play’), they are placed in a secon matching the board in 
front of the casket, such as the incense secon, or bread secon. The four spaces which 
have two different items can have a dice from either casket placed in that secon.

Marigold 
secon

By each secon are details on how they are scored, These are different
for each secon.

Each scoring secon is split into two parts. Each awards steps for having certain 
values, but one part also has requirements based on the colour of the dice. The 
coloured squares show the paern required, but not the specific colours.

IE          means any four different colours, not those exact colours.

For more informaon please see ‘Scoring’.

Incense 
secon

Candle 
secon

Bread 
secon



How to Play

Actions

Each round will begin with the first player choosing a casket. They add 
any dice on top of the casket to that casket, shake the casket and 
open it. They must then dra a dice from that casket. Then, going 
clockwise around the table, each other player chooses an acon for 
that casket.

AAer all players have chosen an acon, any ofrenda secons which 
were completed that round are scored. If any player has completed all 
the secons of their ofrenda the game is over.

Draft a die

Note: this is compulsory for the round starter.
When a player dras a die they take a die from the open casket and 
place it either on an empty space on their preparaon board, or in an 
empty ofrenda space matching that casket’s item. IE, if the Bread 
casket was chosen, the draed die would go in one of the 4 Bread 
spaces.

The plThe player must then pay for this draed die, by placing a die on top of 
one of the three closed caskets. The round starter must pay with a 
power die from the City of the Dead board (of any colour). All other 
players pay with a die from their supply. If there are no dice le on the 
City of the Dead board, the round starter pays from their supply. If 
players have no dice in their supply, they pay with a die from their 
preparaon board.

Dice placed on the ofDice placed on the ofrenda board cannot be moved aer placement*.

*Excepon: In a 5-[player game only, players can pay for a draed die 
with a die from an incomplete secon on their ofrenda board.



Actions
Move a Die

If there are no Dice or Tokens

Take a token

Note: this can only be taken by players who are not the round starter.
As an acon players can move a die from their preparaon board to an 
empty space on the ofrenda board matching the chosen casket’s item. 
IE, if the Bread casket was chosen, the moved die would go in one of 
the 4 Bread spaces.

Dice placed on the ofrenda board cannot be moved aer placement.

If there are no dice or tokens to take from that casket, players may 
instead ascend one step (See ‘Scoring’ for further details). This is not 
an opon for the Round Starter. No step bonus is gained from this 
ascension.

Note: this can only be taken by players who are not the round starter.
As an acon players can take a token matching the chosen casket’s 
item. IE, if the Bread casket was chosen, the player would take a Bread 
token.

A player can hold up to 4 tokens. If they take a fih they must discard 
one from their hand first.



Scoring

Bread

Candles
If all 4 dice are different colours, and any two 
have the same value, ascend 2 steps.

If any 3 have the same value, ascend 1 step.

If all 4 have the same value, ascend 1 step.

Total > 10

Total > 16

Total = 16

If all 4 dice are the same colour and the total is 
greater than 10, ascend 2 steps.

If the total is greater than 16, ascend 1 step.

If the total equals 16, ascend 2 steps.

Any 2 ‘=’

Any 3 ‘=’

All 4 ‘=’

Aer all players have done an acon, any ofrenda secons completed 
that round (have had the fourth dice placed) are scored. 
Scores are tracked by ascending the scoring die the number of steps 
scored, according to the rules for that secon.
If the die reaches the top step, increase the top face by one pip and 
place it on the boom step.
PlPlayers may also discard tokens to ascend the steps. 3 different tokens 
ascends 1 step, and 4 different tokens ascends 2 steps.
However the die is ascended, the owner decides which square on the 
step the dice ends on, and the player gets the bonus shown on that 
square (see bonuses).

EEach secon’s scoring is cumulave. IE if you match 2 of the 
requirements, you add the scored steps together for both of those 
requirements and ascend that many steps. The most you can ascend 
for each secon is 4 steps.



Scoring
Marigolds

If all 4 dice have alternang colours (any pair of 
colours) and 2 adjacent consecuve values, ascend
2 steps.

If there are 3 adjacent consecuve values with no 
repeteon, ascend 1 step.
If there are 4 adjacent consecuve values with no 
repe on, ascend 1 step.
Note: 1 and 6 are not consecuve.

If all 4 dice have different colours and values, 
ascend 2 steps.
If the die on the incense urns matches the dice 
value and colour on the urn, ascend 1 step for 
each match (in this case it would be 1 for a ‘Blue 2’ 
and one for a ‘Red 5’).

Bread would score 2 ascensions 
for being the same colour and 
more than 10.
Candles would score just 1 
ascension, for having three dice 
the same value.
Incense Incense would score 4 
ascensions: 2 for all being 
different colours and values, and 
1 each for the ‘Red 5’ and the 
‘Blue 2’.
MariMarigolds would score 3 
ascensions: 2 for having 
alternate colours and two 
consecuve values, and 1 for 
having three adjacent 
consecuve values (2,3,4).

Run of 
2

Run of
3

Run of
4

Incense

Example

All 
different
values



Scoring

End of the Game

Aer scoring, if at least one secon from any player was scored, 
move the caskets along one space (with the casket at posion 4 
moving to posion 1). All dice on top of the caskets remain on top of 
the caskets. They only move once in a round, even if mulple 
secons are scored.

If a player has completed all secons on their ofrenda, the game is 
now over.

When the game is over the player who has ascended the most steps 
is declared the winner. In case of a e, the player with the most 
tokens is the winner. If that is a e, players share the win.

NOTE: In a 5-player game the game ends aer 3 of the 4 secons 
have been completed by any player.

Steps Bonuses
When players ascend the steps, they gain the bonus of the final step 
they land on.

Change a power die on your preparaon or ofrenda board 
which isn’t on its calavera side to its calavera side. The die 
is now wild. You do not re-score secons you have already
completed.

Gain the corresponding token (if available).

Change a non-power dice on your preparaon board to any
side.



Tokens

Solo Variant

Candle

Marigold

Bread

Incense

Each token only has a single use in the Ofrenda Variant. Players can hold up to 4 tokens, 
and can discard them during the scoring phase to ascend the steps (see: scoring). Tokens 
can only be played during a player’s turn. When played they are returned to their token 
board.

Swap the posion of two caskets. Any dice on those caskets stay on 
those caskets.

When you are the Round Starter, instead of draing a die you can instead 
move a die from your preparaon board to your ofrenda board. If you do 
this and there are power dice on the City of the Dead board, add one to 
your supply. 

When you dra a non-power die from a casket, you can change the value to 
that of any other shown in the casket. Ignore any power dice showing a 
calavera face when doing this.

When you dra a non-power die from a casket, you can change the value 
up or down by 1. You cannot change a 1 to a 6 or visa-versa.

The Ofrenda Variant started as a way to play Die of the Dead as a solo game, hence the 
heavy puzzle aspect. There are a few changes to play as a solo game:
 Remove the power dice from the game, instead put 3 normal dice of each colour on the 
City of the Dead board.
 During setup, add 3 different coloured dice of your choice to each casket. Remove the 
unused dice from the game.
 Only put one token on each token board.
  Even though you are the start player, you can choose to Move a Die or Take a Token as 
your acon. If you move a die, remove a die from the City of the Dead board from the 
game (unless you are using the Marigold Token).
 Tokens are removed from the game when used or discarded.
 The game ends on the turn the City of the Dead board is emped. How many steps have 
you ascended? 18 is a perfect score! 12 is a good score.


